CD Review: Some Measures for Living

—
George Pope, flute, and Eric Charnofsky, piano
by Daniel Hathaway
Flutist George Pope, who played principal with the
Akron Symphony from 19782002 while teaching at
the University of Akron, has released a CD on the
Crystal Records label featuring seven works he either
commissioned, or were written for or first performed
by him. In the liner notes, he reveals the musical
preferences that informed his choice of repertoire:
“beautiful melodies and colors, intricate
passagework, energetic rhythms, and a strong current
of jazz and popular music.”
That perfectly describes this engaging album and its
collection of relatively short works by Nikola
Resanovic (faculty at the University of Akron), Carl Riley (an artistic polymath trained
in Paris, the U.S., and Brazil), Ron Newman (faculty at Michigan State University),
Nancy Daley (an Akron organist), Eric Charnofsky (faculty at Case Western Reserve
University and Pope’s collaborative pianist on the disk), Roger Zahab (violinist, and
conductor at the University of Pittsburgh), and Joseph Makholm (jazz pianist and
trombonist based in Paris).





The pieces take their inspiration from various sources: jazz (Newman’s Improvisation,
Somewhat Reasonable, and Makholm’s Sonata

for Flute and Piano); Greek mythology
(Riley’s

Moerae, The Fates); and nature (Nancy Daley’s

In Cynthia’s Garden — where
you’ll find hostas, strawberries, and a willow tree). Two works — Resanovic’s Sonata
for Flute and Piano and Charnofsky’s

Four Characters — deal with more intellectual
musical matters. And one — the album’s title piece, Zahab’s ...some measures for living
— was written for an emotionally ambiguous memorial event.
The jazzinspired works are wellsuited for the flute, and Pope and Charnofsky glide
through them with an easy, swinging virtuosity. Riley’s three “Fates” are symbolic
portraits suggested by the composer’s reflections on life, love, and loss — which, as he

writes, “provided me a channel for celebration, remembrance, and grieving.” The
performers penetrate to the core of those feelings. Daley’s little triptych resembles
Edward

MacDowell’s Woodland Sketches in its directness and simplicity, and receives
appropriately understated treatment.
The Resanovic and Charnofsky works are the most substantial works on the album,
exploring such musical issues as the contrast between lyrical and atonal themes,
polymetric rhythms over blues progressions, extended flute techniques, pitches derived
from Messiaen’s modes of transposition, and the use of canon and octatonic scales.
Zahab took up Pope’s challenge to write a work for an AIDS memorial that would be
both “lively” and “appropriate to the occasion.” True to its commission, ...some
measures for living begins solemnly but ends with a lifeaffirming rondo.
Throughout this interesting selection of pieces, George Pope plays his Altus flute with a
lively tone that sounds wonderful in all registers. Eric Charnofsky is a superb partner at
the piano, undaunted by the most complicated keyboard writing — including his own.
This is a disc that will be inspiring for flutists both for its concept and execution, though
its 73 minutes of sophisticated but accessible music should prove enjoyable for
everyone. Its textures and styles are so varied that the ears never grow weary.
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